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action to arrest the Belgrade accomplices, and given genuine
evidence of its often asserted desire to live on good neigh-
borly terms with Austria, this would have mitigated Ger-
many's indignation at the assassination, made her less ready
to follow Austria's fatal path, and increased the chances of
friendly, mediation. In failing to do this, and in assuming
the passive and negative attitude of waiting to see what
definite incriminating evidence and charges Austria might
be able to bring forward, Mr. Pashitch incurred a further
serious responsibility for what befell.53
The Serbian Government was informed on July 6 by its
Minister in Vienna that the Austrian evidence from Sara-
jevo indicated the Belgrade origin of the plot and implicated
Ciganovitch.54 In spite of this, and of Zimmermann's
warning, it not only made no move to apprehend the ac-
complices in Belgrade, but it apparently actually facilitated
the disappearance of Ciganovitch, the chief accomplice, in
order that it might not have to hand him over to the Aus-
trian authorities. As Ciganovitch was a Bosnian by birth,
Austria might have demanded that he be extradited for
. trial, and Austria might have then learned the whole truth.
So it was better that he should disappear. On July 8 the
Austrian Government learned by a cipher despatch from
its Legation in Belgrade that Ciganovitch had been in Bel-
grade the day of the assassination, but had left the city
three days later, having been granted supposedly a month's
p. 221. Cf. Seton-Watson, Sarajevo, pp. 133-137, for
some excellent remarks on this subject. We cannot agree, however, with
his explanation that this passive attitude on Pashitch's part was owing
to his "truly Oriental indifference to public opinion both about himself
and about his country" (p, 136). We suspect it was his fear that Austria
and Europe might learn more of the truth about the complicity of
Serbian officers, and also his fear of further antagonizing the "Black Hand;"
Mr. Seton-Watson concedes that "a further reason for the Serbian Gov-
ernment's inaction at this critical time was the role played by the 'Black
Hand'" (p. 137 ft). On Serbian efforts to conceal the truth and deceive
Europe, see also Wegerer, "Wie Serbien England tiiuschte," in KSF, V,
238-29, March, 1927.	54S.B.B., 16.

